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Black holes in Cosmological Hydrodynamic Simulations
Springel+05; Di Matteo+05,08; Hopkins+05,06; Sijacki+07,15; Booth & Schaye 09; Johansson+09;
Bellovary+10,11; Teyssier+11; Choi+12,15; Debuhr et al. 2012; Dubois+12,13; Vogelsberger+14;
Rosas-Guevara+15; Schaye+15; Steinborn+15; …

< 0.01 pc

(1) Gas inflows from galactic scales
(2) Feedback acting at galactic scales

10 kpc

M33 doesn’t have a supermassive
black hole but it is beautiful!

Multi-scale physics !!!

Black holes in Cosmological Hydrodynamic Simulations
Need to start with accretion prescription

M33 doesn’t have a supermassive
black hole but it is beautiful!

Dependence on black hole mass…
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Assume same physical conditions D(t) – different initial black hole mass

àEvolution of Ma and Mb ?

Dependence on black hole mass…
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àEvolution of Ma / Mb ?

Dependence on black hole mass…

Evolution depends on power index p
Ma and Mb converge if p < 1

Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2015)

Independent of D(t) !!

Dependence on black hole mass…

Evolution depends on power index p
Ma and Mb diverge if p > 1
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Independent of D(t) !!

Massive black holes in simulations
Bondi accretion + thermal feedback
Black hole mass vs. velocity dispersion

Di Matteo+05 and many others

à Feedback self-regulation drives BH-galaxy connection
Analytic models: Silk & Rees 1998, King 2003, Murray et al. 2005

Dependence on black hole mass…

Subsequent Evolution depends on power index p
Ma and Mb diverge if p > 1

>
<
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Independent of D(t) !!

Dependence on black hole mass…

p = 2 in Bondi prescription

Need to break dependence on MBH for convergence !!
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Dependence on black hole mass…

p = 2 in Bondi prescription

Need to break dependence on MBH for convergence !!
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Feedback loop required !!

?
1.

Is black hole growth self-regulated by a non-linear feedback loop?

2.

Is the observed connection between black holes and galaxies driven
by feedback self-regulation?

3.

Can we break the degeneracy between black hole accretion and
feedback?

?
1.

Is black hole growth self-regulated by a non-linear feedback loop?

2.

Is the observed connection between black holes and galaxies driven
by feedback self-regulation?

3.

Can we break the degeneracy between black hole accretion and
feedback?
Do we want Bondi to tell us what to do with feedback…
…while neglecting angular momentum?

Gas inflows from galactic scales
“Gas at galactic scales must loose > 99.9% of angular momentum to
get to the black hole accretion disk”
Jogee 2006

- Galaxy interactions and internal gravitational instabilities trigger
non-axisymmetric perturbations to the gravitational potential on
galactic scales

- Gravitational torques drive gas inflows to smaller scales, triggering
further instabilities and driving gas to ever smaller scales
“Bars within Bars”
Shlosman et al. 1989, 1990

But transport of gas by bars is not efficient within BH radius of influence…

Analytic gravitational torque model
Hopkins & Quataert 2010, 2011
Inside BH potential the dominant asymmetries driving gas inflows are
eccentric / lopsided disk (m=1), not bar-like (m=2) modes
Gas: Face On

Edge On

Stars: Face On

Edge On

Perturbations to the stellar component
thepc:potential
gas into shocks that dissipate
BH
Gravity dominates torques fromInside
0.1drive
- 10,000
~ 30 pc
energy and
angular momentum
dominant
asymmetry
• Stars torquing on gas

that drives gas inflow
is not bar-like (m=2)
Instead: eccentric/
lopsided disk (m=1),
in both stars
gas & gas
(contours)

stars
(color)

Simulations vs. analytic models
Multi-scale simulations of gas rich disks
Hopkins & Quataert 2010,2011

Bondi
Neglects angular momentum!

Gravitational torques provide
angular momentum transport

Zoom-in simulations of z=2 galaxies
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2014)

Central black hole accretion rate in post-processing:

Gravitational torque model
Hopkins & Quataert 2011

Bondi
Bondi 1952,…

Black hole growth limited by
inflows and mass loss in outflows

< 0.01 pc

10 kpc

OUTFLOWS = (1 - ε) INFLOWS

… but no feedback loop included!

Black hole growth limited by
inflows and mass loss in outflows
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Black hole growth limited by
inflows and mass loss in outflows
The Astrophysical Journal, 798:1 (22pp), 2015 ???

Evolution of Eddington ratios
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Figure 9. Top: the impact of initial conditions on black hole growth. For each
host galaxy, we consider black holes with initial masses that are either a factor
of 10 above (M10 ; red) or below (M0.1 ; blue) the corresponding MBH –Mbulge
relation and compare their evolution to that of a central black hole initially
consistent with the MBH –Mbulge relation (Mscl ). Red and blue solid lines show
median values for the mass ratios M10 /Mscl and M0.1 /Mscl , respectively, for all
host galaxies as a function of time. Initial conditions are defined at a common
redshift for all galaxies, which is taken to be z = 4, 3, 2, or 1, as indicated
by the vertical dashed lines. Bottom: evolution of accretion rates in Eddington
units resulting from the initial conditions defined in the top panel. Red and blue
solid lines correspond to median values for black holes initially over-massive
or under-massive relative to the MBH –Mbulge relation at the starting redshift.

Timescale for convergence
onto scaling relations
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What about black hole feedback?

< 0.01 pc

(1) Gas inflows from galactic scales
(2) Feedback acting at galactic scales

M33 doesn’t have a supermassive
black hole but it is beautiful!

10 kpc

What about black hole feedback?
GIZMO (Hopkins 2015) in PSPH and MFM, adaptive softenings
14 metal cooling, subgrid ISM (Springel & Hernquist 2003), no galactic winds
Nardini+15
Tombesi+15
Feruglio+15
Arav+13
Bautista+10
Borguet+13
Liu+13

ṗ/(L/c)

100
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Feruglio+15

10

2x2563 particles,
mg= 107 M¤

ε= 2 kpc (DM)
à On-the-fly gravitational
torque accretion + standard
BH seeding,BH mergers
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momentum
flux measurements vs.
Stern+2016;
& Quataert
(2012)
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bulk outflow velocity
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quasars. Only quasars with luminosity 0.1 < L46 < 10 are included. The reference for each observation is indicated in t
marker color denotes the gas phase in which the outflow is detected: cyan, highly ionized gas detected in X-ray; blue, i

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Temperature distribution in [20 Mpc/h]3 volume

NO FEEDBACK

NO FEEDBACK
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Temperature distribution in [20 Mpc/h]3 volume

NO FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK: v = 1000 km/s, P = Lbol/c
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Temperature distribution in [20 Mpc/h]3 volume

NO FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK: v = 10000 km/s, P = Lbol/c
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Temperature distribution in [20 Mpc/h]3 volume

NO FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK: v = 1000 km/s, P = 20 Lbol/c
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Black hole—Galaxy correlation

NO FEEDBACK

Reproducing post-processing
calculations!
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007

What about black hole feedback?
Same black hole accretion model and different feedback strengths
Black hole—Galaxy correlation
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Figure 4. E↵ects of black hole feedback on the MBH –M? relation. We show the MBH –M? relation at z = 0 obtained for simulaàDriven by gas inflow rates and not by
tions using di↵erent velocity (v) and/or total momentum flux (P )
feedback
on large
scales
for the
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driven outflows, including
(i) no
explicit treatment of black hole feedback (top left), (ii) v = 103 km s 1 and
P = Lbol /c (top right; fiducial simulation), (iii) v = 104 km s 1
and P = Lbol /c (bottom left), and (iv) v = 103 km s 1 and
et al.
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Mass growth suppressed by feedback
àSignificant impact of black hole
feedback on IGM / galaxy evolution

Torques growing BHs on FIRE (in progress)
/1000

No BH feedback

Figure 2: Time-resolved SMBH and star
formation activity in a pilot cosmological
zoom-in simulation with resolved ISM
(as on the r.h.s. of Fig. 1). Top: BH and
galaxy stellar masses as a function of redshift.
Middle: BH accretion and galactic star formation rates. The true stellar M and Ṁ are divided by a factor of 1,000 for comparison with
BH properties. Spikes in BH accretion and star
Hopkins+2014
formation activity correlate well because both
are tied to the gas content of the galaxy. Bottom: Eddington ratio as a function of time.
Extremely rich simulations!
Horizontal dotted lines show Eddington ratios
BH growth/feedback at <100 pc,
l = 0.01, 0.1, 1. At early times, this simulated
BH dynamics, bursty star formation,
galaxy experiences several super-Eddington acviolent stellar feedback…
cretion episodes, which may explain observations of ultra-luminous quasars at z & 6.
The galaxy also experiences several l < 0.01
episodes,
when more
the resolution,
accretionmore
flowproblems!”
is predicted
“More physics,
to be radiatively (R.
inefficient
Teyssier) and to drive relativistic radio jets.

Multi-scale BH growth/feedback on FIRE

Figure 1: Hopkins+2015
Our multi-scale modeling approach is enabling cosmological simulations with SMBH
Torrey+ (in prep)
Anglés-Alcázar+ (in prep)

growth and feedback of predictive power. Left: Galactic nuclei simulation with 0.01 pc resolution
used to calibrate our BH accretion rate estimator (Hopkins, Torrey, Faucher-Giguère et al. 2016). Center
Galaxy-scales simulation with 1 pc resolution used to calibrate how BH feedback couples to galaxies (Torrey
àNuclear/galaxy
scale
simulations
with BH accretion
Faucher-Giguère et al., in prep.) Right: Cosmological
simulation with
resolved
ISM physics,
star formation/stellar
feedback
based on gravitational torques, and BH feedbackFIRE
(Anglés-Alcázar,
Faucher-Giguère
et al., in prep.).

+ explicit BH growth/feedback

The cosmological simulations by Anglés-Alcázar and collaborators were the first to implement
àCalibrate accretion/feedback for
the physically-motivated gravitational torque-driven BH accretion model. These studies demon
cosmological simulations
strated the drastic implications of the accretion model, but did not have the resolution or stellar
physics necessary to simulate truly realistic galaxies with a resolved ISM, as is now possible with the

Summary
1.

Torque-limited growth: black holes and galaxies evolve on average towards
observed scaling relations, regardless of the initial conditions, and with no need
for mass averaging through mergers or additional self-regulation processes.

2.

Large-scale AGN feedback can have a significant effect on galaxy evolution
while only weakly affecting BH-host scaling relations.

3.

Common gas supply regulated by gravitational torques is the primary driver of
the observed co-evolution of black holes and galaxies.

4.

Calibrating AGN feedback efficiency to match BH-host correlations can be
severely biased by the accretion model!

Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2013), ApJ, 770, 5
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2015), ApJ, 800, 127
Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2016), arXiv:1603.08007
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D. Anglés-Alcázar,
et al.
Resolution convergence

Figure A1. MBH –M? relation at z = 2 obtained for a simulation with 8⇥
higher mass resolution relative to our fiducial simulation, i.e. using 5123
gas and dark matter particles, but otherwise identical black hole accretion
and feedback parameters. The orange solid line indicates the best powerlaw fit to the MBH –M? relation for the high resolution simulation, while the
blue dashed line shows to the best fit relation for our fiducial simulation.
The beige shaded area corresponds to 0.5 dex scatter in MBH relative to
Häring & Rix (2004). The increased resolution yields a very similar MBH –

Hydrodynamics

Figure A2. MBH –M? relation at z = 0 obtained for a simulation using
the Godunov-type “meshless finite mass" (MFM) hydrodynamics solver in
GIZMO but otherwise identical black hole accretion and feedback parameters as our fiducial simulation (which used PSPH, the pressure formulation
of smooth particle hydrodynamics). The orange solid line indicates the best
power-law fit to the MBH –M? relation for the MFM simulation, while the
blue dashed line shows to the best fit relation for our fiducial PSPH simulation. The beige shaded area corresponds to 0.5 dex scatter in MBH relative

Black hole accretion rates
à Bondi
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